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Abstract
This thesis presents an analysis of the hypersonic separation dynamics for a drag modulation entry system,
consisting of a planetary entry vehicle and deployable drag area, that performs a jettison event during
planetary entry or aerocapture. The entry vehicle is modeled as a blunted spherecone and the deployable
drag area is modeled as a conical frustum. Hypersonic aerodynamic coefficients are obtained with Newtonian
Aerodynamics. The first portion of the thesis identifies separation times for a range of vehicle parameters and
flight conditions which includes vehicle size, drag area size, and jettison velocity. For a given entry trajectory,
a minimum separation time is found for a jettison velocity that corresponds to maximum dynamic pressure.
Results show that entry vehicles with a larger initial ballistic coefficient will require less time to achieve
a separation distance of one drag area aft radius in addition to a smaller range of separation times over
possible jettison conditions.
The second portion of this work determines if recontact occurs between the two bodies after jettison
and explores the affect of applying an impulse to the drag area at jettison to improve jettison performance.
Emphasis is placed on determining what flight conditions lead to a recontact free jettison event and, for
jettison events that are not successful, how large of an impulse must be applied to prevent recontact. Results
indicate recontact is most likely to occur at jettison conditions with low dynamic pressures and an impulse is
required when jettison occurs with large angle of attack and angle of attack rates in conjunction with small
differences in ballistic coefficient between the entry vehicle and drag area.
Sensitivity analysis is performed to determine which conditions are most important to the success of the
jettison event. Results show that the difference in ballistic coefficient between entry vehicle and drag area
is the most influential parameter in determining the recontact free jettison envelope. This envelope can be
manipulated through moving the drag area center of gravity off of the axis of symmetry. Overall, results
indicate a successful jettison, with no recontact, is possible and likely for typical blunt body spherecone
entry trajectories and attitude dynamics. Minimizing the chance of recontact for entry trajectories can be
achieved through a jettison event closer to maximum dynamic pressure which will also reduce the time to
separate.
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Nomenclature
α angle of attack, rad
β ballistic coefficient, kg/m2
δc half-cone angle, deg
 coefficient of restitution, n.d.
γ flight-path angle, rad
λ ratio of specific heats, n.d.
nˆ unit surface normal vector, n.d.
I inertia tensor, kg m2
P Cartesian coordinate, n.d.
φ pitch angle, rad
ρ atmospheric density, kg/m3
θ range angle, rad
ζ sideslip angle, rad
B∗ ballistic coefficient multiplier, n.d
CA axial force coefficient, n.d.
CD drag coefficient, n.d.
CLα lift-curve slope, rad
−1
CL lift coefficient, n.d.
iv
Cmα pitching moment slope, rad
−1
Cmq + Cmα˙ pitch-damping sum, s/rad
Cm pitching moment coefficient, n.d.
CN normal force coefficient, n.d.
d distance, m
g gravitational acceleration, m/s2
H atmospheric scale height, m
h altitude, m
j impulse, Ns
Kn Knudsen number, n.d.
Lref reference length, m
m mass, kg
Ma Mach number, n.d
rn nose radius, m
Ro aft drag area radius, m
ro forward drag area outer radius, m
Rp planet radius, m
RR aft entry vehicle outer radius, m
Sref aerodynamic reference area, m
2
t time, s
V velocity, m/s
XCM center of mass in the X direction, m
YCM center of mass in the Y direction, m
ZCM center of mass in the Z direction, m
v
Chapter 1
Introduction
Missions to the Martian surface require complex entry, descent, and landing systems due to the fact that
Mars is a challenging planet to land on. The atmospheric density at Mars is very low and as a result provides
little deceleration for vehicles in the way of drag while still causing significant heat rates [1]. All landing
sites for past missions have been below -1 kilometer elevation due to the necessary time to complete entry,
descent, and landing (EDL) events. Previous missions have utilized Viking heritage technology, primarily
the 70o spherecone and supersonic disk-gap-band parachutes, and, while successful, the performance limits
of these technological capabilities are being approached.
As a result, new technologies are being developed and tested to improve capabilities in payload size,
landing location, and landing accuracy for future missions to Mars. Drag modulation has been proposed
to reduce entry deceleration loads [2], control energy during aerocapture [3], and to control range during
planetary entry [4]. Drag modulation systems can control the hypersonic drag area through continuous
control or discrete events. Continuous control drag modulation augments the drag area through actuators
and provides the best vehicle control with the highest system complexity [3]. Discrete-event drag modulation
controls the vehicle’s drag area through a jettison of the drag area at a specified point during planetary entry
or aerocapture. An entry trajectory featuring single stage discrete event drag modulation is shown in Figure
1.1. The discrete event drag modulation system is likely less complex than the continuous system but only
offers control for the portion of the entry or aerocapture trajectory prior to jettison.
Drag modulation systems have the potential to be mass efficient through the use of low-mass deployable
drag areas such as the Adaptable Deployable Entry and Placement Technology (ADEPT) and the hypersonic
inflatable aerodynamic decelerator (HIAD). ADEPT is a semi-rigid mechanically deployable drag area with
a low areal mass carbon fabric-rib structure [5]. HIAD is a deployable drag area that may be inflated prior
to atmospheric entry, one example being LOFTID [6]. Both ADEPT and the HIAD lower the vehicle’s
ballistic coefficient, defined as:
β =
m
CDSref
(1.1)
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Figure 1.1: Entry trajectory utilizing discrete-event drag modulation.
The ballistic coefficient is the ratio between inertial forces and aerodynamic forces. A vehicle with a
lower ballistic coefficient will decelerate higher in the atmosphere and as a result provide additional timeline
margin and mission design flexibility for parachute or powered descent. Augmenting an entry vehicle with a
deployable decelerator increases the drag area and mass of the vehicle but has an overall effect of decreasing
the vehicle’s ballistic coefficient. Depending on where in the trajectory the drag area is jettisoned, downrange
distance can be controlled; precision landing may be possible if the jettison time is selected intelligently [3].
Because of these advantages, drag modulation systems are an attractive option due to system simplicity
which in turn is likely less expensive than bank-angle steering; however, there is an increase in mission
complexity and risk due to the jettison of the drag area.
Research on deployable drag areas focuses on two systems: ADEPT and HIAD. ADEPT literature
includes characterization of the woven carbon cloth at flight conditions [7, 8], mission suitability studies
[9, 10], and data from wind tunnel [11] and sounding rocket tests [12]. Literature on the HIAD includes system
architecture [13], mission design [14], HIAD design [15] and construction [6], and flight test reconstruction
[16]. Little research has been performed in regards to the HIAD jettison event and the possibility of recontact.
Historically, research regarding jettison events are concerned with either high dynamic pressure and
low velocity or low dynamic pressure and high velocity. This includes store separation [17, 18], heat-
shield separation [19], Orion’s forward bay cover separation [20], and upper stage separation [21] to name
a few. Figure 1.2 shows the relationship between dynamic pressure and Mach number that are presented
in literature. The data shown are from tests [16, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32], simulations
[17, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41], and mission data [32, 33, 42] of various purposes
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Figure 1.2: Jettison event dynamic pressure versus Mach number from literature.
at Earth and Mars.
One recent study by Rollock and Braun analyzed recontact risk for an off nominal HIAD jettison event
taking place at Venus during aerocapture [43]. The primary purpose of their study was to analyze forebody
stability and assess risk of recontact. In their study and in ballistic range experiments, recontact was found
between the entry vehicle and drag area during the jettison event for simulations with low ballistic coefficient
ratios due to a proposed suction force generated between the probe and drag area. The work presented in
this paper aligns with the work of Rollock and Braun to assess occurrence of recontact but diverges by
determining trajectory conditions that will produce the fastest separation event and describing the flow
conditions that will lead to a successful jettison event over a range of trajectory and vehicle properties of
interest.
Drag modulation jettison events can be categorized further by describing the event as a forward or rear
exit event. The forward exit jettison event is one where the entry vehicle will exit through the front of
the drag area, shown in Figure 1.3, and the rear exit jettison event is one where the entry vehicle will exit
through the rear of the drag area. Both of these methods can be performed during aerocapture or during
planetary entry. The forward exit was deemed to be a more promising architecture due to relative mechanical
simplicity and reduced recontact risks [13] and is assessed in the work presented in this study.
One consideration of the jettison event is if the release of the drag area will be aided by mechanical
mechanisms. The least complex release is one where the drag area is released through pyro firings [13] and
is unaided as it separates from the entry vehicle. One example of an aided release is the use of compressed
3
Figure 1.3: Forward exit drag modulation.
springs to impart a force on the drag area after the pyro firing. This will impart some additional velocity
and should reduce the time needed for separation and likelihood of recontact. In this study unaided and
aided jettison events will be analyzed. For unaided jettison events, the conditions that result in successful
jettison events are identified. For aided jettison events, the flight conditions and the necessary impulse to
result in a successful jettison event are determined.
This study identifies a range of vehicle angles of attack and angle of attack rate that result in successful
jettison events given some vehicle and flight parameters. Vehicle and trajectory parameters are varied, e.g.
ballistic coefficient and jettison velocity, to determine vehicle parameters and trajectory conditions that will
result in the highest likelihood of success for the jettison event.
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Chapter 2
Methodology
Numerical simulation is used to determine vehicle and drag skirt positions as a function of time. Models
for aerodynamics, mass properties, and recontact detection are described in detail below. In the analysis
the combination of the entry vehicle and drag area are referred to as the augmented entry vehicle and the
separate components are referred to as the entry vehicle and drag area. Furthermore, the entry vehicle and
drag area are chosen to have a 70 degree half cone angle throughout all analyses.
2.1 Equations of Motion
To model the jettison event, an entry trajectory is computed from entry interface by numerically integrating
the equations of motion until the vehicle reaches a specified altitude, velocity, or dynamic pressure. Unless
otherwise noted, the values in Table 2.1 are used to generate entry trajectories in this study. States along this
trajectory are used as jettison conditions, and serve as the initial conditions for trajectories of the vehicle and
drag area after jettison. Bodies are modeled with three-degree-of-freedom, nonlinear second-order ordinary
differential equations which are given in Equations 2.1 - 2.5 [44], which include planar translation and rotation
about the pitch axis. The atmospheric model used in this analysis is exponential using surface values as a
reference, given in Equation 2.6. The gravitational model used is inverse square.
V˙ =
−ρV 2
2β
− g sin γ (2.1)
γ˙ =
ρV
2β
(
L
D
)
− g
V
cos γ +
V cos γ
Rp + h
(2.2)
h˙ = V sin γ (2.3)
θ˙ =
V cos γ
Rp + h
(2.4)
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Table 2.1: Mars Entry Parameters
Parameter Value
Entry Interface (km) 125
Flight-Path Angle (deg) -13.2
Velocity (km/s) 5.5
Angle of Attack (deg) 0
Angle of Attack Rate (deg/s) 0
Atmospheric Density at 0 km Altitude (kg/m3) 0.02
Scale Height (km) 11.1
Equatorial Radius (km) 3396.2
Gravitational Constant (m3s−2) 4.282 ×1013
α¨ =
ρV Sref
2m
[
−CLα +
mL2ref
2I
(
Cmq + Cmα˙
)]
α˙+
ρV 2SrefLref
2I
Cmαα (2.5)
ρ = ρsurf exp
−h
H
(2.6)
The assumptions made in the derivation of these equations are as follows: non-rotating spherical planet,
no thrust, constant mass, rigid bodies, and translational motion is planar. Equation 2.5 further assumes
that changes in flight-path angle are small when compared to changes in angle of attack, lift and pitching
moments vary linearly with angle of attack, and that gravity and centrifugal effects are small leading to
a constant mean flight-path angle over segments of the trajectory [44]. Equation 2.5 gives angle of attack
acceleration as a function of angle of attack and angle of attack rate and for this analysis are written as a
system of first order equations.
2.2 Mass Properties
The moments of inertia for the bodies being modeled are found by expressing the exterior and/or interior
surfaces as functions and then sweeping them about an axis to form a three dimensional shape. One caveat
of this method is that the function for the exterior surface must be greater than or equal to the interior
surface for the entire domain. The moment of inertia is found about the axis of symmetry, in this case the
X axis, and is a complete revolution. The density of the body is assumed to be constant resulting in the
moment of inertia given in Equations 2.7 and 2.8 [45]. The moment of inertia about the Z axis is equal to
the moment of inertia about the Y axis and the products of inertia (e.g. Ixy) are zero due to the assumed
symmetry of the body.
6
Figure 2.1: Moment of inertia generating functions and symmetry [45].
Ixx =
piρ
2
∫ xf
x0
[
f2(x)
4 − f1(x)4
]
dx (2.7)
Izz = Iyy =
1
2
Ixx + piρ
∫ xf
x0
x2
[
f2(x)
2 − f1(x)2
]
dx (2.8)
Using the functions that describe the inner and outer surfaces, the center of mass can be determined
with Equations 2.9 - 2.11 [45]. For a object composed of a full revolution about the X axis and constant
density, YCM = ZCM = 0.
XCM =
1
m
∫ xf
x0
[∫ f2(x)
f1(x)
(∫ θf
θ0
ρ(x, rx, θ)dθ
)
rxdrx
]
xdx (2.9)
YCM =
1
m
∫ xf
x0
[∫ f2(x)
f1(x)
(∫ θf
θ0
ρ(x, rx, θ) cos θdθ
)
r2xdrx
]
dx (2.10)
ZCM =
1
m
∫ xf
x0
[∫ f2(x)
f1(x)
(∫ θf
θ0
ρ(x, rx, θ) sin θdθ
)
r2xdrx
]
dx (2.11)
2.2.1 Drag area
Figure 2.5 shows the coordinate system used to compute the mass properties for the drag area. The drag
area is modeled as a conical frustum and the function for the outer surface of the drag area is given in
Equation 2.12, the inner surface is given by Equation 2.13, and the length is given by Equation 2.14. The
resulting moment of inertia about the X axis for the drag area is given in Equation 2.15 and the moment of
7
Figure 2.2: Conical frustum coordinates.
inertia about the Y and Z axes is given in Equation 2.16.
f2(x) = ro +
(Ro − ro)
Lref
x (2.12)
f1(x) = ri +
(Ri − ri)
Lref
x (2.13)
Lref =
Ro − ro
tan δc
(2.14)
Ixx =
−piρLref
10
(
R4i +R
3
i ri +R
2
i r
2
i +Rir
3
i + r
4
i −R40 −R3oro −R2or2o −Ror3o − r4o
)
(2.15)
Izz = Iyy =
1
2
Ixx −
piρL3ref
30
(
6R2i + 3Riri − 6R2o − 3Roro + r2i − r2o
)
(2.16)
Using Equation 2.9 for the center of mass in the X direction, and Equations 2.12 and 2.13 describing the
surface of the body, the center of mass, Equation 2.17, can be written in terms of the density, mass, and
radii of the drag area.
XCM =
piρL2ref
12m
[
3(R2o −R2i ) + 2(Roro −Riri) + r2o − r2i
]
(2.17)
8
Figure 2.3: Blunted spherecone coordinates.
Using the definition of density, ρ = m/V , and the volume of the drag area, Equation 2.18, the center of
mass can be written purely as a function of drag area geometric parameters, Equation 2.19.
V =
pi
3Lref
(
R2o +Roro + r
2
o −R2i −Riri − r2i
)
(2.18)
XCM =
Lref
4
[
3(R2o −R2i ) + 2(Roro −Riri) + r2o − r2i
R2o +Roro + r
2
o −R2i −Riri − r2i
]
(2.19)
2.2.2 Entry Vehicle
The moment of inertia for the entry vehicle is obtained through separating the body into three segments con-
sisting of a circular segment and two conical frustums which are then swept about the X axis. The functions
describing the outer surface of the body are given in Equation 2.20 along with the domain for each segment.
The integrand in Equation 2.7 and 2.8 is separated into three corresponding to the functions describing the
outer surfaces and the respective domain given in Equations 2.21-2.23. Integration is performed analytically
and the resulting moments of inertia are presented in Appendix A.
f2(x) =

√
r2n − (x− rn)2 x ∈ [0, x1] ,
Ro−z1
xc−x1 x+ z1 − Ro−z1xc−x1 x1 x ∈ [x1, xc] ,
RR−Ro
xr−xc x+RR − RR−Roxr−xc xr x ∈ [xc, x2]
(2.20)
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Table 2.2: Mars Phoenix Moments of Inertia
Moment of Inertia Actual Value (kg/m2) [33] Calculated Value (kg/m2)
Ixx 231.25 246.41
Iyy 145.81 169.14
Izz 169.2 169.14
Ixy 0.451 0
Ixz -4.424 0
Iyz 0.372 0
x1 =
rn cos δc,f
tan δc,f
(2.21)
xc =
Ro
tan δc,f
(2.22)
x2 = xc +
Ro −RR
tan δc,b
(2.23)
2.2.3 Comparison to Mars Phoenix
The moments and products of inertia for Mars Phoenix are given in Table 2.2 [33]. The differences in the
actual values versus the computed values arise from the assumptions of constant density and the simplified
model for the outer surface of the body. Despite the simplifying assumptions made in calculating the inertia
values, the differences relative to the Mars Phoenix data are small.
2.3 Aerodynamics
An essential component of the simulation of these bodies during hypersonic flight is an aerodynamic model.
Two different aerodynamic models were used: an analytical model derived with Newtonian Aerodynamics
and a Mars Phoenix aerodynamics model derived from available literature. The analytic model was obtained
for the entry vehicle, the drag area, and the augmented entry vehicle. The Mars Phoenix Aerodynamic
database was used in place of the entry vehicle aerodynamic model in certain analyses in addition to providing
the pitch damping sum, Cmq + Cmα˙ , for the entry vehicle and augmented entry vehicle. For the drag area,
the pitch damping sum is assumed to be zero.
Newtonian aerodynamics is most accurate in the continuum flight regime which is the primary focus
of this analysis. A bridging function could be used to improve the aerodynamic model for the transitional
and/or free molecular regimes; however the flow regimes analyzed are either transitional or on the border
10
Table 2.3: Flight Regimes of Interest
Dynamic Pressure (kPa) Knudsen Number Flight Regime
0.238 0.787 Transitional
2.72 0.067 Transitional
5.3 0.017 Transitional
2.68 6.50e-03 Transitional / Continuum
Figure 2.4: Coordinate system for spherical segment.
between transitional and continuum, shown in Table 2.3, and a bridging function was not used. Consistent
with Newtonian Aerodynamics, the aerodynamic coefficients are assumed to be independent of Mach number.
2.3.1 Modified Newtonian Model for Spherical Segment
The nose of the entry vehicle and augmented entry vehicle are modeled as spherical segments. The coordinate
system for the spherical segment is shown in Figure 2.4. The drag coefficient for the nose is given in Equation
2.24, where Φ = pi2 − δc,f , and the lift coefficient is zero. The reference area for this coefficient is Sref = pir2n.
CDnose = 1− cos4 Φ (2.24)
2.3.2 Modified Newtonian Model for Conical Frustum
The drag area and portions of the entry vehicle and augmented entry vehicle are modeled as conical frustums,
using the coordinate system shown in Figure 2.5. Equation 2.25 gives the drag coefficient, Equation 2.26
gives the lift coefficient, and Equation 2.27 gives the pitching moment slope for the exposed outer surface of
a frustum relative to the origin of the body axes.
CD =
2pi
Sref
tan δc(Ro − ro)(cos2 ζ(2 cos2 α tan2 δc + sin2 α) + sin2 ζ)
(tan2δc + 1)
3/2
(2.25)
11
Figure 2.5: Conical frustum coordinates
CL =
4pi
Sref
cosα cos2 ζ(Ro − ro) sin ζ tan δc(
tan2 δc + 1
)3/2 (2.26)
Cmα =
−2pi
LrefSref
(Ro − ro)(ro −Ro + (ro +Ro) tan2 δc)(
tan2 δc + 1
)3/2 (2.27)
2.3.3 Shape Superposition
To determine the total aerodynamic coefficients, the spherecone is treated as a spherical segment and a
conical frustum. The backshell portion of the vehicle is assumed to be shadowed and does not contribute
to the aerodynamic coefficients. Equation 2.28 gives the total axial force coefficient where the aerodynamic
reference areas are as follows: Sreftotal = piR
2
o, Srefnose = pir
2
n, and Sreffrustum = pi(R
2
o− r2o). Equations 2.29
and 2.30 assemble the drag and lift coefficients from the total axial and normal force coefficients.
CAtotal =
Srefnose
Sreftotal
CDnose +
Sreffrustum
Sreftotal
CAfrustum (2.28)
CD = CA cosα− CN sinα (2.29)
CL = CA sinα+ CN cosα (2.30)
2.3.4 Mars Phoenix
Mars Phoenix is a 70 degree spherecone with a nose radius of 0.6625 m and outer radius of 1.325 m, shown
in Figure 2.6. The aerodynamic database for Mars Phoenix includes aerodynamic coefficients as a function
12
Figure 2.6: Mars Phoenix geometry [46].
(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: (a) Axial and (b) normal force coefficients for Mars Phoenix [46].
of total angle of attack and Mach number. The axial and normal force components are shown in Figures 2.7a
and 2.7b, respectively; the hypersonic coefficients were derived from Navier-Stokes solutions from a preflight
trajectory. The pitch damping coefficients, Figure 2.8, were taken from Mars Exploration Rover analysis
and testing. Table lookup is used to obtain coefficients as functions of angle of attack and Mach number.
2.4 Recontact Analysis
The nominal jettison event occurs at an angle of attack of zero [13] and an angle of attack rate of zero.
Three trajectories are run to model the event: the entry trajectory from entry interface until jettison and
two trajectories, one for each body, from jettison until the bodies have achieved a specified distance between
13
Figure 2.8: Mars Phoenix pitch damping coefficient [46].
their centers of gravity. At the beginning of the second trajectory, an angle of attack and angle of attack rate
is imparted on both bodies to simulate nominal and off nominal jettison events. The simulation integrates the
equations of motion forward in time using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme until intersection
between the entry vehicle and drag area is detected or a specified time limit is reached. To determine
intersection, the points that define the line segments, shown in Figure 2.9, are tracked at each integration
step and intersection checks occur at major time steps. Each point is rotated and translated at each time
step according to the change in position and angle of attack.
2.4.1 Determining Contact
Collision detection utilizes computational geometry to determine when objects are intersecting with one
another. There are many methods to achieve this which can be categorized into broad or narrow phase
detection and they may be discrete or continuous. Discrete detection will perform intersection checks at
specific time intervals and continuous methods will analytically solve for intersection over a time interval.
Continuous methods may be less computationally demanding but become increasingly complex to configure
as body shape increases in complexity. Discrete methods are employed for intersection detection in this
work.
One of the broad phase methods for detecting intersection is to apply bounding volumes to the bodies
and determine if the bounding volumes intersect. After detecting intersection between bounding volumes,
a narrow phase method is performed to determine whether or not the bodies intersect. The intersection of
bounding volumes but not bodies of interest is illustrated in Figure 2.10. Performing broad phase methods
14
Figure 2.9: Tracked points on entry vehicle and drag area.
prior to narrow phase methods reduces computation time because it is less complex to determine if two
geometric volumes intersect when compared to complex concave or convex bodies.
Narrow phase detection will factor in the shape and orientation of the bodies and determine if intersection
occurs, and depending on the method chosen, can determine at which point(s) intersection occurs at and/or
the distance between the two bodies. Due to the fact that the bodies are initially in contact, broad phase
detection is skipped and the process begins with narrow phase detection. For this application, narrow phase
detection is relatively simple due to the fact that the bodies are two-dimensional and entirely convex.
To allow narrow phase detection to be performed, the bodies are modeled as a series of line segments. The
entry vehicle is modeled as a series of three line segments that represent the forebody. The backshell of the
vehicle is neglected to simplify computation. The drag area is modeled with four line segments representing
the outer surface of the body. An algorithm was developed to iterate through the line segments to determine
which line segments are intersecting, the point or points of intersection, and the shortest distance between
bodies.
To illustrate the process for determining the intersection point(s), Equations 2.31 and 2.32 represent
one line segment from the entry vehicle and one line segment from the drag area, bounded by points one
and four. These equations are equated and broken down into horizontal and vertical components to obtain
the coefficients ta and tb. The coefficients ta and tb represent how far along the line intersection occurs.
Substituting ta and tb into Equations 2.31 and 2.32, the point of intersection is obtained.
Pveh,1 = ta (Pveh,4 −Pveh,1) (2.31)
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Figure 2.10: Bounding volumes applied to bodies of interest.
Parea,1 = tb (Parea,4 −Parea,1) (2.32)
ta =
(yarea,1 − yarea,4) (xveh,1 − xarea,1) + (xarea,4 − xarea,1) (yveh,1 − yarea,1)
(xarea,4 − xarea,1) (yveh,1 − yveh,4)− (xveh,1 − xveh,4) (yarea,4 − yarea,1) (2.33)
tb =
(yveh,1 − yveh,4) (xveh,1 − xveh,4) + (xarea,4 − xarea,1) (yveh,1 − yarea,1)
(xarea,4 − xarea,1) (yveh,1 − yveh,4)− (xveh,1 − xveh,4) (yarea,4 − yarea,1) (2.34)
If 0 ≤ ta ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ tb ≤ 1, the line segments intersect at a location on both line segments. If the value
of ta or tb is outside of this range, there is intersection on the infinite representation of these line segments
but not between the specified endpoints. If ta or tb is undefined, the line segments are either co-linear or
parallel. To find all intersections, each line segment is checked against the line segments on the other body.
Values obtained for ta and tb are plugged back into Equations 2.33 and 2.34 to find all intersection points.
If intersection is detected, instead of moving to the next time step, the integration state is reverted to the
time step just before intersection was found, shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.11. The time step must be
reverted so that the impulse is applied before intersection occurs such that it is prevented instead of corrected
[47]. The time step is then halved, integration is performed, and intersection check occurs. This process is
performed until a) a point on one body lies along a line segment from the other, b) the distance between
intersecting points is below a specified tolerance, or c) there is only one intersecting location. An intersecting
location consists of two line segment intersections and two corresponding points. This is shown in Figure
2.12a. There are certain orientations of the bodies that result in two intersecting locations occurring at a
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Figure 2.11: Representation of reverting time step.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.12: Intersection locations for (a) one intersection (b) two intersections.
given time step, shown in Figure 2.12b. This occurs when two surfaces on each body intersect with each
other and the end point of the line segments is excluded from the intersection. If two intersecting locations
are detected, the integration step will be reverted and the time step will be reduced. This will occur until
conditions a, b, or c are met and then the simulation will proceed to determining the magnitude and direction
of the impulse.
2.4.2 Determining and Applying Impulse
After determining if there is intersection between the bodies, the motion of the bodies must be constrained
so that they behave in a manner that is physical. Without constraints on the motion of the bodies, they
are free to rotate and translate through each other. To constrain the motion of the bodies, an impulse is
applied at the contact point to prevent the intersection of the bodies. To constrain the motion of the bodies,
the method outlined by Baraff in “An Introduction to Physically Based Modeling: Rigid Body Simulation
II—Nonpenetration Constraints” is used. The method outlines how to find intersection points, classifying
the type of contact, and how to determine the magnitude and direction of the impulse to prevent intersection
from occurring.
Once intersection is found, the intersection points are determined and then the time step is reverted such
that the bodies are not in contact. If distance the between intersection points is larger than the specified
tolerance, an intermediate time step must be found. This is shown in Figure 2.13. To find this intermediate
time step, the time step is halved and integration is performed. There are three outcomes to this process:
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Figure 2.13: Bodies before collision (t0), one time step further (t0 + δt), and at an intermediate time step
(tc) within a given tolerance (ε) [47].
the bodies are in contact, the bodies are not in contact and outside of the distance tolerance, or the bodies
are not contact and within the distance tolerance. If the bodies are in contact, the integration is reverted,
the time step is halved, and integration is performed. If the bodies are not in contact and outside of the
distance tolerance, the time step is halved and integration is performed. If the bodies are not in contact and
within the distance tolerance, the simulation proceeds.
The next step in the process is to calculate the relative velocity of the intersection points on each body
using Equations 2.35 and 2.36, where point a is the intersection point. Equations 2.35 and 2.36 are from
rigid body dynamics where V is a velocity vector, α˙ is an angular velocity vector, and r is a vector from
the center of gravity (CG) of the body to the intersection point. Equation 2.37 is used to obtain the relative
velocity between the intersection points, denoted with subscripts a and b.
Vpointu = Vbody + α˙pointa (2.35)
where
α˙pointa = α˙body × r (2.36)
Vrel = Vpointa −Vpointb (2.37)
Using the sign of the relative velocity allows for the classification of contact between the bodies. If the
relative velocity in the direction of a unit surface normal vector, nˆ, is negative the points are determined
to be in colliding contact and an impulse must be applied to separate the bodies. Figure 2.14 shows the
intersection points, the direction of the relative velocity, and the unit surface normal vector. If the relative
velocity is positive or zero the bodies are either separating or maintaining their orientation and no action is
taken.
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Figure 2.14: Colliding contact between two bodies, A and B, denoted by opposite direction of nˆ and vrel
[47].
Equation 2.38 is then used to determine the relative velocity of the intersection points after an impulse is
applied using a coefficient of restitution, . The coefficient of restitution takes a value between zero and one
and is a measure of how much energy is dissipated during the collision. In this thesis a value of one is used
throughout the analysis. With the relative velocity of the points after an impulse determined, the magnitude
of the impulse is calculated with Equation 2.39 and applied in the direction of nˆ at the intersection point.
V+rel = V
−
rel (2.38)
j =
−(1 + )V−rel
1
mskirt
+ 1mveh + nˆ(t0)
[
Iskirt
−1(t0)(rskirt × nˆ(t0))
]× rskirt + nˆ(t0) [Iveh−1(t0)(rveh × nˆ(t0)]× rveh
(2.39)
With the magnitude of the impulse determined and the direction known, the translational and rotational
velocities for the intersection points after the application of the impulse, denoted with the plus superscript,
are calculated with Equations 2.40 and 2.41.
V+point = V
−
point +
jnˆ(t0)
m
(2.40)
α˙+point = α˙
−
point + Ia(t0) (ra × jnˆ(t0)) (2.41)
The translational and rotational velocity about the center of gravity are then calculated from the velocity
of the intersection points. These values are then used as the state for the next integration step along with
the angular acceleration which is assumed to be constant throughout the impulse.
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Figure 2.15: Impulse point and direction when applied at jettison.
This method is used for determining the impulse parameters for all impulses with the exception of those
that occur at the time step immediately after jettison. In these cases, there is no intermediate time where
no contact is found. For these cases, the magnitude of the impulse is selected, through iteration, such that
recontact will not occur at the next time step. The impulse is applied at the front surface of the drag area
in the direction normal to the back surface of the entry vehicle, nˆ in Figure 2.15. After the application of
the impulse and solving for the parameters after the impulse, the simulation proceeds forward until the exit
condition is met e.g. some distance between the CGs.
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Chapter 3
Separation Time
In this analysis the separation time for jettison events across a range of vehicle and trajectory parameters
is determined. For the purpose of this analysis, separation time is defined as the amount of time required
for the CGs of the two bodies to achieve a specified distance. The separation distance is calculated using
the translational kinematic equations. Vehicle parameters were varied in two ways to determine their effect
on separation time. The first method is to use a constant mass and radius to define the entry vehicle and
modify the drag area dimensions; the second method is to set the augmented entry vehicle ballistic coefficient,
defined in Equation 3.1, and modify the entry vehicle and drag area dimensions. The first method allows a
comparisons to be made for different sized drag areas for a fixed entry vehicle configuration. The drawback
to this analysis is that the initial ballistic coefficient will change for each drag area size and as a result the
initial trajectory will change, demonstrated in Figure 3.1. The Figure shows there are trajectories which
experience lofting, giving two maxima in the dynamic pressure, which complicates the parametric study.
The second method ensures consistent dynamic pressure at jettison across different vehicle parameters. The
drawback to the second analysis is that it is likely not the method that would be used in designing a drag
modulation system. The most likely design process would be to size an entry vehicle for a given payload
and then iterate over the drag area design to find the best design for the mission. Due to these strengths
and weaknesses, both analyses will be performed.
β0 =
mveh +mdrag area
CDvehSrefveh + CDdrag areaSrefdrag area
(3.1)
3.1 Variation Across Vehicle Parameters
The data in Figures 3.2a and 3.2b are obtained using method two where the initial ballistic coefficient is
set and the entry vehicle and drag area parameters are varied. The initial ballistic coefficient is 45 kg/m2,
the entry velocity is 7 km/s with an initial flight path angle of -10 degrees. The plots show separation
time for a distance of 3 m as a function of vehicle base radius and drag skirt aft radius and has lines of
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Figure 3.1: Entry trajectories for a range of entry ballistic coefficients with entry vehicle ballistic coefficient
of 121 kg/m2.
constant ballistic coefficient ratio, Equation 3.2, plotted over top. The data show that ballistic coefficient
ratio determines separation time, with separation time decreasing as ballistic coefficient ratio increases. This
trend was expected, since a larger difference in drag area should decrease separation time. The data also
show that increasing ballistic coefficient results in diminishing returns, with little reduction in separation
time for ballistic coefficient ratios above 6. For a jettison velocity of 4 km/s, Figure 3.2a, the separation
times range from 0.2 - 0.3 seconds and the separation time decreases as vehicle base radius and drag skirt
radius increases. Figure 3.2b is for a jettison velocity of 3 km/s and has a range of separation times from 0.17
- 0.27 seconds. The data has the same trends as the jettison at 4 km/s but the area of minimum separation
time decreases slightly. The reduction in separation time is due to an increase in dynamic pressure.
βratio =
βentry vehicle
βaugmented entry vehicle
(3.2)
3.1.1 Variation Due To Initial State
In Figure 3.3, the minimum separation time for an entry trajectory with a ballistic coefficient of 11 kg/m2
over a range of entry velocities and flight path angles is shown. Minimum separation time is largest for
the slowest entry velocity and least steep entry flight path angle and decreases as entry velocity increases
and entry flight path angle steepens. This result is as expected because increasing entry velocity or flight
path angle will result in a trajectory that decelerates lower in the atmosphere which results in a greater
maximum dynamic pressure. Regardless, separation time is less than 0.2 seconds across a wide range of
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Separation time for constant initial ballistic coefficient with dashed lines of ballistic coefficient
ratio for a jettison velocity of (a) 4 km/s and (b) 3 km/s and a separation distance of 3 m.
Table 3.1: Case Study Vehicle and Entry Parameters
Vehicle MER MSL Human Class
Ballistic Coefficient (kg/m2) 89.8 140 450
Ballistic Coefficient Ratio 5.854 7.154 6.341
Drag Area Radius (m) 3.313 5.625 10
Entry Velocity (km/s) 5.5 5.8 6
Entry Flight-Path Angle (deg) -11.8 -15.4 -13
initial conditions.
In Figure 3.4a, the jettison velocity that results in the smallest separation time increases with faster
jettison velocities at entry interface and decreases as the entry flight path angle steepens. From Figure
3.4b, the velocity ratio, jettison velocity over entry velocity, varies between 0.6 and 0.66 which corresponds
Allen-Eggers solution for maximum deceleration [48].
3.1.2 Case Studies
A case study was performed with three different vehicles, with a range of ballistic coefficients, to determine
what jettison velocity results in the fastest separation times. The three vehicles chosen are Mars Exploration
Rover (MER), Mars Science Laboratory (MSL), and a large, high ballistic coefficient vehicle to represent
a human class mission. The vehicle parameters are shown in Table 3.1. For this analysis, the drag area
parameters were selected such that the ballistic coefficient ratio, Equation 3.2, was approximately between
five and seven. This was achieved by selecting an outer radius of 2.5 times the entry vehicle base radius and
an appropriate skirt density consistent across all configurations.
From Figure 3.5a, the human class mission experiences the fastest separation times, followed by MSL,
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Figure 3.3: Separation time as a function of initial entry parameters for an initial ballistic coefficient, β0, of
11 kg/m2.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: (a) Jettison velocity and (b) velocity ratio that results in minimum separation time as functions
of entry velocity and entry flight-path angle.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Separation time for distance of 5 m versus (a) jettison velocity and (b) dynamic pressure.
and then MER. This is to be expected because the human class vehicle has the highest ballistic coefficient
and as a result decelerates lowest in the Martian atmosphere. For all three vehicles, the jettison velocity
that corresponds to the fastest jettison event is where the dynamic pressure is at a maximum. From Figures
3.5a and 3.5b, vehicles with lower ballistic coefficients will experience a larger range of separation times and
as a result receive the largest reduction in separation time through a jettison event at maximum dynamic
pressure.
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Chapter 4
Recontact Analysis
For this analysis, jettison is performed at four different conditions along a nominal trajectory, shown in
Figure 4.1, and the flight parameters corresponding to each jettison location are shown in Table 4.1. The
entry trajectory is initialized with an entry velocity of 5.5 km/s, flight-path angle of -13.2 deg, a ballistic
coefficient of 65 kg/m2, and zero angle of attack. The nominal drag area ballistic coefficient for this analysis
is half of the entry vehicle’s ballistic coefficient. The relatively large ballistic coefficient for a drag area was
selected to ensure recontact could be detected across the analysis. These are considered the nominal values
for this analysis and will be varied to understand the sensitivity of the jettison event to these parameters.
4.1 Simulation Parameters
The high altitude case, No. 1, was chosen to represent a relatively early jettison during entry or aerocapture-
like conditions. Two of the selected states, No. 2 and No. 4 are at half of the maximum dynamic pressure,
corresponding to jettison at velocities of roughly 5 km/s or 1.5 km/s. Case 4 would be an unlikely jettison
location due to the low altitude and relatively little time left for other EDL events but was chosen to model
situations where the drag area is retained for a longer period of time to target a specific landing location or
to dissipate enough kinetic energy for a successful landing. The last case considered, No. 3, occurs during
the trajectory when dynamic pressure is at a maximum. Cases 1, 2, and 3 are well within the transitional
flow regime and case 4 is on the boundary of the continuum and transitional flow regimes, as determined
with the Knudsen number, Equation 4.1.
Table 4.1: Jettison Conditions
No. Label Altitude (m) Velocity (m/s) Dyn. Pressure (kPa) Knudsen Number
1 High Altitude 79,280 5,492 0.238 0.787
2 Half Dyn. Pressure 50,042 4,972 2.72 0.067
3 Max Dyn. Pressure 34,235 3,413 5.3 0.017
4 Half Dyn. Pressure 22,681 1,440 2.68 6.50e-03
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Figure 4.1: Mars Phoenix entry trajectory and dynamic pressure.
Kn =
Ma
Re
√
piλ
2
(4.1)
Figures 4.2 shows the impulse required at jettison for a successful separation event at the high altitude
condition. The majority of the jettison events do not require an impulse at jettison and the recontact free
envelope is defined by an angle of attack of up to 7 degrees and angle of attack rates between -1 and 1 degrees
per second. For the events that do require an impulse, the magnitude of the impulse increases with angle of
attack rate. The data is almost invariant to angle of attack with a slight decrease in impulse magnitude as
angle of attack increases. At large angles of attack, the magnitude for positive angle of attack rates is much
larger than those for negative angle of attack rates due to the nature of the angle of attack acceleration
equation. When angle of attack and angle of attack rate have opposite signs, this produces a greater angle
of attack acceleration which causes the drag area to rotate into the entry vehicle more quickly and as a
result the impulse magnitude increases. For this data set, there is no variation in separation time across the
jettison events and the separation time for a distance of the drag area radius is 1.615 seconds. For this drag
area ballistic coefficient, recontact is only detected at the high altitude jettison condition and for events with
recontact, only one impulse is required to separate the bodies.
4.1.1 Variation in Drag Area Ballistic Coefficient
The ballistic coefficient for the drag area is varied as a fraction of the entry vehicle’s ballistic coefficient while
keeping the jettison conditions consistent. The ballistic coefficient multiplier is defined as B∗, Equation 4.2,
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Figure 4.2: Impulse magnitude contour for nominal entry configuration.
and is varied between 0.3 and 0.9. Figure 4.3a and 4.3b show the impulse required at the high altitude jettison
condition. Figure 4.3a is for a drag area with a ballistic coefficient multiplier of 0.9. For this combination,
there is a small envelope of acceptable angles of attack and angle of attack rates that result in a successful
jettison event. For an actual mission, a larger bound for angle of attack rate is likely required which would
decrease the likelihood of a planned jettison event at this condition. In Figure 4.3b the drag area’s ballistic
coefficient multiplier is 0.6 and as a result, there is a much wider window for successful jettison. For any
angle of attack between 0 and 10 degrees, angle of attack rates of -4 and 4 degrees per second are acceptable
values for a successful jettison.
B∗ = βentry vehicle
βdrag area
(4.2)
Figure 4.4 shows the conditions that result in impulse free jettison events for the range of ballistic
coefficient multipliers analyzed. The larger the multiplier, the smaller the window of acceptable conditions.
For a B* value of 0.5, angle of attack rates of ±7 degrees per second are acceptable with an angle of attack
between 0 and 10 degrees. A vehicle with modest control should be able to jettison within the recontact
free envelope. For a B* value of 0.9, the jettison envelope is small enough that jettison should likely not be
attempted at this dynamic pressure. For smaller B* values, the bodies will separate more quickly and as a
result larger angles of attack or angle of attack rates will be less likely to cause recontact between bodies.
This is supported in Figure 4.5 which shows the maximum and minimum separation time for the high
altitude jettison condition across the selected ballistic coefficient ratios separated by the number of applied
impulses. Across all ballistic coefficient multipliers, there is no variation in separation time for jettison
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Impulse magnitude for ballistic coefficient multiplier of a) 0.9 and b) 0.6 at high altitude.
Figure 4.4: Conditions resulting in impulse free jettison events across ballistic coefficient ratios.
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Figure 4.5: Separation time ranges across ballistic coefficient ratios
events with zero impulses. For one or more impulses, a variation in separation time is observed. This
variation in separation time increases with ballistic coefficient multiplier. This is due to to the fact that
the impulse imparts some additional velocity to the bodies and decreases the separation time as a result
and larger ballistic coefficient ratios might require multiple impulses. This is shown in Figure 4.6a and the
corresponding separation time is shown in Figure 4.6b.
For some of the jettison events, a period of contact between the two bodies is detected. Figure 4.7 shows
which jettison conditions experience a period of contact and for how long it occurs. This contact time arises
due to how the simulation decides if an impulse is required; however, it is still likely a physical phenomena.
Contact times of up to 0.7 seconds are observed for a ballistic coefficient multiplier of 0.9 with an angle of
attack of 10 degrees and angle of attack of zero.
4.1.2 Variation in Location of Applied Initial Impulse
The location of the impulse at jettison is varied to simulate an off nominal aided release jettison event. An
impulse off the drag area’s centerline will impart a moment on the drag area which can alter the drag area’s
rotational velocity and may affect the success of the jettison event. In this analysis the impulse location is
varied along the front surface of the drag area shown in Figure 4.8.
Figures 4.9b and 4.9a show the resulting impulse magnitudes for a shift in the impulse location for a
shift of 0.325 meters in the positive and negative position, respectively. For these two offsets, the range
of angles of attack and angle of attack rates does not change. The negative offset case shares the same
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Comparison of (a) number of impulses applied and (b) separation time for a B* value of 0.9.
Figure 4.7: Contact time for B* = 0.9 at high altitude jettison conditions.
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Figure 4.8: Varied impulse locations.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: Impulse magnitude for an offset in impulse location of (a) -0.25 m and (b) 0.25 m.
impulse magnitudes as the nominal condition, Figure 4.9a, and a decrease is seen in impulse magnitude for
the positive offset case, Figure 4.9b. The separation time for all cases is constant and matches that of the
nominal case, 1.615 seconds.
4.1.3 Variation in Drag Area Center of Gravity Location
The location of the center of gravity of the drag area is varied to determine if a center of gravity offset will
influence whether the jettison event is successful or not. By shifting the center of gravity, the rotational
dynamics of the body change. A shift in CG position may change the length of the impulse’s lever arm
and also the magnitude of the rotation of the body. Figures 4.10a and 4.10b show the shift in CG location
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: Variation in (a) X and (b) Y CG location.
in the X and Y directions, respectively, denoted by the black star markers. A large spread was chosen for
the X direction due to that in reality, there will be additional mass at the front of the drag area that will
cause the center of gravity to shift forward. A small spread was chosen for the shift in Y CG location due to
symmetrical nature of the body in addition to the fact that a large CG offset would be difficult to produce.
Figures 4.11a and 4.11b show the impulse required for jettison events with positive angles of attack and
angle of attack rates where Figure 4.11a has the center of gravity shifted forward on by 0.685 m and Figure
4.11b the center of gravity shifted rearward by 0.137 m. From these plots there is no change in the impulse
free jettison envelope and only a slight increase in impulse magnitude for cases with the most severe angle
of attack and angle of attack rates. Across the large range of offsets analyzed, there was no difference in the
recontact free envelope which is also seen in Figures 4.11a and 4.11b. Due to the invariant nature of a X
CG position offset, a combination of X and Y CG offsets was not analyzed.
A shift in the Y CG position does influence if the jettison is successful in addition to the required impulse
magnitude. Figures 4.12a and 4.12b feature no shift in the CG location in the X direction and an offset of
0.25 m off center line in both directions. A negative shift in the CG location, Figure 4.9a, results in a much
larger envelope of successful jettison events and also results in an increase in the magnitude of the impulse
applied compared to the nominal condition, Figure 4.2. The positive offset, Figure 4.9b shows an increase
in successful jettison events at large, positive, angle of attack rates and a reduction of successful events at
large, negative angle of attack rates. Figure 4.13 shows the impulse free jettison envelope for a range of CG
offsets in the Y direction. Compared to the nominal, the size of the envelope of successful jettison events
remains the same, the difference arises in acceptable angle of attack rates. A positive offset will shift the
angle of attack rate envelope to more negative rates and a negative offset shifts the envelope towards positive
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: Impulse at jettison for a shift of (a) -0.69 m and (b) 0.14 m in X CG location.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: Impulse at jettison for shift of (a) -0.125 m and (b) 0.125 in Y CG location.
angle of attack rates.
Separation time remains constant with positive offsets in CG location; however, a negative CG offset
from center line results in the separation time being no longer invariant with respect to angle of attack and
angle of attack rate.
The behavior shown in Figure 4.14a results from the shift from constant separation time to not constant
separation time. The variation begins with large angles of attack and as the offset increases, Figure 4.14b,
variation occurs at all angles of attack. In Figure 4.14b, the region of larger separation time is shifted
towards positive angles of attack which is consistent with the shift in impulse free events.
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Figure 4.13: Contours for impulse free jettison with a Y CG offset.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: Time contour for separation distance of one base radius for negative shift of (a) -0.125 m and
(b) -0.25 m in Y CG location.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.15: Impulse contours for B* = 0.9 at high altitude with a time step of (a) 0.095 s and (b) 0.075 s.
4.2 Sensitivity to Integration Time Step
Due to the nature of numerical analysis there is a sensitivity to the time step selected for integration.
Figures 4.15a and 4.15b show impulse magnitude for the nominal configuration at the high altitude jettison
condition with different integration time steps. Figure 4.15b, plotted with a smaller time step, shows that
the successful jettison envelope no longer contains the jettison conditions of large angle of attack and small
angle of attack rates. For the unsuccessful jettison events, the impulse magnitude is similar but slightly
higher for the case with the smaller time step. In the calculation for the impulse applied at jettison, the
magnitude of the impulse is selected such that there is no intersection at the end of the next time step. With
a smaller time step, the bodies will naturally not achieve as large of a separation and as a result, a larger
impulse will be needed to ensure the bodies are not intersecting at the next time step.
Figures 4.16a and 4.16b show the affect of time step on the impulse free contours. With a reduction
in time step, there is little change in admissible parameters for successful jettison for the large ballistic
coefficient multipliers. The largest change occurs for a drag area with a ballistic coefficient multiplier of
half of the entry vehicle. With the reduction in time step, the admissible angle of attack rates reduce by
approximately one degree per second.
In Figure 4.17a the number of impulses is shown for the high altitude case with a time step of 0.095
seconds and in Figure 4.17b is the same data but with a time step of 0.075 seconds for a B* value of 0.5.
The number of impulses does not change with the decrease in time step but the number of cases where an
impulse is needed does change. The recontact free envelope shrinks by an angle of attack rate of ±2 degrees
per second. This is reflected in the previous plots of impulse magnitude.
For ballistic coefficient ratios that produce more than one impulse during the jettison event decreasing
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.16: Impulse contours for nominal configuration jettison at high altitude with a time step of (a)
0.095 s and (b) 0.075 s.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.17: Number of impulses for nominal configuration jettison with a time step of (a) 0.095 s and (b)
0.075 s at high altitude.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.18: Number of impulses at high altitude jettison with B* = 0.9 with a time step of (a) 0.095 s and
(b) 0.075 s.
the time step does modify the number of impulses. Figures 4.18a and 4.18b show the change in number of
applied impules for a B* value of 0.9. Despite the difference, the general trend stays the same and there
is little change in the separation time for these cases. This can be seen in Figure 4.19a and 4.19b. The
additional impulses being applied impart little velocity to the bodies and as a result the separation time
does change somewhat; however the values are small and the trends are preserved.
To determine the time step that the simulation should be run with, one jettison event at high altitude
was performed a number of times to determine when separation time becomes independent of step size.
Figure 4.20 shows the separation time versus time step for a jettison event occurring with an angle of attack
of seven degrees and an angle of attack rate of 7.4 degrees per second. The figure shows that little for
reasonable length time steps, and that relative trends between different B* are preserved.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.19: Separation time for B* = 0.9 at high altitude jettison with a time step of (a) 0.095 s and (b)
0.075 s
Figure 4.20: Separation time versus time step for a range of ballistic coefficient multipliers.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis, the separation dynamics for discrete-event drag modulation entry systems are explored. For a
given vehicle and drag area, the separation times are identified and a minimum separation time is found. The
entry vehicle and drag are parameters are varied and show that vehicle configurations with a large ballistic
coefficient ratio experience the fastest separation times. When analyzing trajectory effects, the smallest
separation time arises when the jettison event takes place at the maximum dynamic pressure. This can be
achieved through increasing the entry velocity and/or entry flight path angle to produce a trajectory that
decelerates lower in the Martian atmosphere.
In the recontact analysis, angle of attack and angle of attack rate recontact free envelopes were created
that define the range of jettison events where recontact does not occur. For the conditions that result in
unsuccessful jettison events, one or more impulses applied that prevents the bodies from intersecting. The
impulse required increases as angle of attack rates become more severe and the number of impulses increases
with larger ballistic coefficient multipliers. The jettison envelope increases with smaller ballistic coefficient
multipliers due to greater deceleration on the drag area post jettison. Results indicate that for a blunt body
flying with a modest angle of attack and angle of attack rate, jettison will, in general, be successful. This
probability is increased with sufficient dynamic pressures and difference in ballistic coefficients between the
entry vehicle and drag area.
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Appendix A
Entry Vehicle Moment of Inertia
The moment of inertia for the entry vehicle about the X axis is given as follows:
Ixx = (ρ∗pi∗((Rr−(sin(δc,r)∗((Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )+(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr))/ sin(δc,r))∗(Rr−(r2n−(rn−
(rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2+(sin(δc,f )∗((rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−(Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))
/(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr)))4 ∗((Ro ∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )+(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr))/ sin(δc,r))−(3∗r5n ∗(sin(δc,f )2−
1)5 + 20 ∗ r5n ∗ sin(δc,f )2 ∗ (sin(δc,f )2 − 1)3 + 15 ∗ r5n ∗ sin(δc,f ) ∗ (sin(δc,f )2 − 1)4)/(15 ∗ sin(δc,f )5) − (Ro ∗
cos(δc,f )∗(Rr−(sin(δc,r)∗((Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )+(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr))/ sin(δc,r))∗(Rr−(r2n−(rn−(rn∗
cos(δc,f )
2)/ sin(δc,f ))
2)1/2 + (sin(δc,f ) ∗ ((rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )− (Ro ∗ cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))
/(cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro−Rr)))4)/ sin(δc,f ) + (cot(δc,f ) ∗ (Ro− rn ∗ cos(δc,f )) ∗ (R4o ∗ sin(δc,f )4 + 5 ∗ r4n ∗ cos(δc,f )8−
20 ∗ r4n ∗ cos(δc,f )6 ∗ sin(δc,f ) + 10 ∗ Ro ∗ sin(δc,f )4 ∗ (r2n − (rn − (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)3/2 + 20 ∗ r4n ∗
cos(δc,f )
4 ∗ sin(δc,f )2 + 20 ∗ r4n ∗ cos(δc,f )4 ∗ sin(δc,f )3 + r4n ∗ cos(δc,f )4 ∗ sin(δc,f )4 − 10 ∗ r4n ∗ cos(δc,f )6 ∗
sin(δc,f )
2 + 5 ∗R3o ∗ sin(δc,f )4 ∗ (r2n − (rn − (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 − 10 ∗ rn ∗ cos(δc,f ) ∗ sin(δc,f )4 ∗
(r2n − (rn − (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)3/2 + 20 ∗ R2o ∗ r2n ∗ cos(δc,f )2 ∗ sin(δc,f )3 + 6 ∗ R2o ∗ r2n ∗ cos(δc,f )2 ∗
sin(δc,f )
4 − 10 ∗ R2o ∗ r2n ∗ cos(δc,f )4 ∗ sin(δc,f )2 − 4 ∗ R3o ∗ rn ∗ cos(δc,f ) ∗ sin(δc,f )4 − 5 ∗ r3n ∗ cos(δc,f )3 ∗
sin(δc,f )
4 ∗ (r2n − (rn − (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 − 40 ∗ Ro ∗ r3n ∗ cos(δc,f )3 ∗ sin(δc,f )3 − 4 ∗ Ro ∗ r3n ∗
cos(δc,f )
3 ∗sin(δc,f )4 +20∗Ro ∗r3n ∗cos(δc,f )5 ∗sin(δc,f )2 +15∗Ro ∗r2n ∗cos(δc,f )2 ∗sin(δc,f )4 ∗(r2n−(rn−(rn ∗
cos(δc,f )
2)/ sin(δc,f ))
2)1/2−15∗R2o∗rn∗cos(δc,f )∗sin(δc,f )4∗(r2n−(rn−(rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2))/(5∗
sin(δc,f )
4) + ((cos(δc,r)
2 − 1)2 ∗ ((Ro ∗ cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f ) + (cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro −Rr))/ sin(δc,r))5 ∗ (Rr − (r2n −
(rn − (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 + (sin(δc,f ) ∗ ((rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )− (Ro ∗ cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))
/ cos(δc,f ))
4)/(5∗cos(δc,r)4∗(Ro−Rr)4)+(2∗sin(δc,r)∗(Rr−(sin(δc,r)∗((Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )+(cos(δc,r)∗
(Ro−Rr))/ sin(δc,r))∗(Rr−(r2n−(rn−(rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2+(sin(δc,f )∗((rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−
(Ro ∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))/(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr)))3 ∗((Ro ∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )+(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−
Rr))/ sin(δc,r))
2 ∗ (Rr− (r2n− (rn− (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 + (sin(δc,f ) ∗ ((rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−
(Ro ∗ cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))/(cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro−Rr))− (2 ∗ (cos(δc,r)2− 1) ∗ (Rr − (sin(δc,r) ∗ ((Ro ∗
cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f ) + (cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro −Rr))/ sin(δc,r)) ∗ (Rr − (r2n − (rn − (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 +
(sin(δc,f )∗((rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−(Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))/(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr)))2∗((Ro∗
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cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f ) + (cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro−Rr))/ sin(δc,r))3 ∗ (Rr − (r2n− (rn− (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 +
(sin(δc,f ) ∗ ((rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )− (Ro ∗ cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f ))2)/(cos(δc,r)2 ∗ (Ro −Rr)2)−
(sin(δc,r)∗(cos(δc,r)2−1)∗(Rr−(sin(δc,r)∗((Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )+(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr))/ sin(δc,r))∗(Rr−
(r2n−(rn−(rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2+(sin(δc,f )∗((rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−(Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))
/ cos(δc,f )))/(cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro −Rr))) ∗ ((Ro ∗ cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f ) + (cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro −Rr))/ sin(δc,r))4 ∗ (Rr −
(r2n−(rn−(rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2+(sin(δc,f )∗((rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−(Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))
/ cos(δc,f ))
3)/(cos(δc,r)
3 ∗ (Ro−Rr)3) + (R5o ∗ cos(δc,f )5 ∗ sin(δc,f ) ∗ (cos(δc,r)2− 1)2 ∗ (Rr − (r2n− (rn− (rn ∗
cos(δc,f )
2)/ sin(δc,f ))
2)1/2+(sin(δc,f )∗((rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−(Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f ))4)/(5∗
cos(δc,r)
4∗(Ro−Rr)4∗(cos(δc,f )2−1)3)+(2∗R2o∗cos(δc,f )2∗sin(δc,r)∗(Rr−(sin(δc,r)∗((Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )+
(cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro − Rr))/ sin(δc,r)) ∗ (Rr − (r2n − (rn − (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 + (sin(δc,f ) ∗ ((rn ∗
cos(δc,f )
2)/ sin(δc,f )−(Ro ∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))/(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr)))3 ∗(Rr−(r2n−(rn−(rn ∗
cos(δc,f )
2)/ sin(δc,f ))
2)1/2+(sin(δc,f )∗((rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−(Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))/(cos(δc,r)∗
(Ro−Rr)∗(cos(δc,f )2−1))+(R4o∗cos(δc,f )4∗sin(δc,r)∗(cos(δc,r)2−1)∗(Rr−(sin(δc,r)∗((Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )+
(cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro − Rr))/ sin(δc,r)) ∗ (Rr − (r2n − (rn − (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 + (sin(δc,f ) ∗ ((rn ∗
cos(δc,f )
2)/ sin(δc,f )− (Ro ∗ cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))/(cos(δc,r)∗ (Ro−Rr)))∗ (Rr− (r2n− (rn− (rn ∗
cos(δc,f )
2)/ sin(δc,f ))
2)1/2+(sin(δc,f )∗((rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−(Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f ))3)/(cos(δc,r)3∗
(Ro − Rr)3 ∗ (cos(δc,f )2 − 1)2) + (2 ∗ R3o ∗ cos(δc,f )3 ∗ sin(δc,f ) ∗ (cos(δc,r)2 − 1) ∗ (Rr − (sin(δc,r) ∗ ((Ro ∗
cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f ) + (cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro −Rr))/ sin(δc,r)) ∗ (Rr − (r2n − (rn − (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 +
(sin(δc,f )∗((rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−(Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))/(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr)))2∗(Rr−
(r2n−(rn−(rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2+(sin(δc,f )∗((rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−(Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))
/ cos(δc,f ))
2)/(cos(δc,r)
2 ∗ (Ro −Rr)2 ∗ (cos(δc,f )2 − 1)2)))/2
The moment of inertia for the entry vehicle about the Y and Z axes is given as follows:
Iyy = Izz =
Ixx
2 + ρ ∗ pi ∗ ((2 ∗ r5n ∗ (sin(δc,f )2 − 1)5 + 5 ∗ r5n ∗ sin(δc,f ) ∗ (sin(δc,f )2 − 1)4)/(10 ∗
sin(δc,f )
5) + (10 ∗ r5n ∗ cos(δc,f )10 − 10 ∗ R3o ∗ r2n ∗ cos(δc,f )7 − 20 ∗ r5n ∗ cos(δc,f )8 ∗ sin(δc,f ) + 6 ∗ R5o ∗
cos(δc,f )
3 ∗ sin(δc,f )2 − r5n ∗ cos(δc,f )8 ∗ sin(δc,f )2 + 10 ∗R3o ∗ r2n ∗ cos(δc,f )5 ∗ sin(δc,f )2 + 15 ∗R4o ∗ cos(δc,f )3 ∗
sin(δc,f )
2 ∗ (−(r2n ∗ cos(δc,f )4 − 2 ∗ r2n ∗ cos(δc,f )2 ∗ sin(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )2)1/2 + 5 ∗ r4n ∗ cos(δc,f )7 ∗ sin(δc,f )2 ∗
(−(r2n ∗ cos(δc,f )4 − 2 ∗ r2n ∗ cos(δc,f )2 ∗ sin(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )2)1/2 + 20 ∗ R3o ∗ r2n ∗ cos(δc,f )5 ∗ sin(δc,f ) − 15 ∗
R4o ∗ rn ∗ cos(δc,f )4 ∗ sin(δc,f )2 − 20 ∗R3o ∗ rn ∗ cos(δc,f )4 ∗ sin(δc,f )2 ∗ (−(r2n ∗ cos(δc,f )4 − 2 ∗ r2n ∗ cos(δc,f )2 ∗
sin(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )
2)1/2)/(30∗sin(δc,f )−60∗cos(δc,f )2∗sin(δc,f )+30∗cos(δc,f )4∗sin(δc,f ))+((Rr−(sin(δc,r)∗
((Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )+(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr))/ sin(δc,r))∗(Rr−(r2n−(rn−(rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2+
(sin(δc,f )∗((rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−(Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))/(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr)))2∗((Ro∗
cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f ) + (cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro −Rr))/ sin(δc,r))3)/3− ((cos(δc,r)2 − 1) ∗ ((Ro ∗ cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f ) +
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(cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro − Rr))/ sin(δc,r))5 ∗ (Rr − (r2n − (rn − (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 + (sin(δc,f ) ∗ ((rn ∗
cos(δc,f )
2)/ sin(δc,f )− (Ro ∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f ))2)/(5∗cos(δc,r)2 ∗ (Ro−Rr)2)− (R3o ∗cos(δc,f )3 ∗
sin(δc,f )∗(Rr−(sin(δc,r)∗((Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )+(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr))/ sin(δc,r))∗(Rr−(r2n−(rn−(rn∗
cos(δc,f )
2)/ sin(δc,f ))
2)1/2 + (sin(δc,f ) ∗ ((rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )− (Ro ∗ cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))
/(cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro −Rr)))2)/(3 ∗ (cos(δc,f )2 − 1)2) + (sin(δc,r) ∗ (Rr − (sin(δc,r) ∗ ((Ro ∗ cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f ) +
(cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro − Rr))/ sin(δc,r)) ∗ (Rr − (r2n − (rn − (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 + (sin(δc,f ) ∗ ((rn ∗
cos(δc,f )
2)/ sin(δc,f )−(Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))/(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr)))∗((Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )+
(cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro − Rr))/ sin(δc,r))4 ∗ (Rr − (r2n − (rn − (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 + (sin(δc,f ) ∗ ((rn ∗
cos(δc,f )
2)/ sin(δc,f )− (Ro ∗ cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))/(2 ∗ cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro −Rr))− (R4o ∗ cos(δc,f )4 ∗
sin(δc,r)∗(Rr−(sin(δc,r)∗((Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )+(cos(δc,r)∗(Ro−Rr))/ sin(δc,r))∗(Rr−(r2n−(rn−(rn∗
cos(δc,f )
2)/ sin(δc,f ))
2)1/2+(sin(δc,f )∗((rn∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−(Ro∗cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))/(cos(δc,r)∗
(Ro−Rr)))∗ (Rr− (r2n− (rn− (rn ∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 +(sin(δc,f )∗ ((rn ∗cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )− (Ro ∗
cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f )))/(2 ∗ cos(δc,r) ∗ (Ro −Rr) ∗ (cos(δc,f )2 − 1)2)− (R5o ∗ cos(δc,f )5 ∗ sin(δc,f ) ∗
(cos(δc,r)
2− 1) ∗ (Rr − (r2n− (rn− (rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f ))2)1/2 + (sin(δc,f ) ∗ ((rn ∗ cos(δc,f )2)/ sin(δc,f )−
(Ro ∗ cos(δc,f ))/ sin(δc,f )))/ cos(δc,f ))2)/(5 ∗ cos(δc,r)2 ∗ (Ro −Rr)2 ∗ (cos(δc,f )2 − 1)3))
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